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“…if My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and seek My 

face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive 

their sin and heal their land.” 2 Chronicles 7:14 
 

The Watchman Prayer Letter 

 

May 2011 

The Invasion of Israel 

„Now these are the nations that YHWH left to test all those in Israel …
 
the five Philistine tyrants and all 

the Canaanites, and the Sidonians, and the Hivites who lived on Mount Lebanon, from Mount Baal-

Hermon as far as Lebo-hamath. 
 
They were for the testing of Israel, to know whether Israel would obey 

the commandments of YHWH, which he commanded their ancestors by Moses…‟ Judges 3:1-4  

Was it not Solomon who declared, “There is nothing new under the sun?”  Ecclesiastes 1:9. The king, 

in his wisdom, provided us with a perennial clue to look to history for guidance. But who pays any 

attention? We fear...not too many!  

And so it is in Israel today!  But, when we study the Tenakh one is again and again confronted with the 

same message: „pay attention O Israel!‟  

However, it is not only Israel that needs to pay attention, but all who have ready access to the Scriptures. 

It is in them we will find the answer for all of our woes — not in political and diplomatic wrangling! 

The Almighty is calling to a sin-sick world to turn around before the slope becomes so steep that only a 

plunge into the abyss of a global catastrophe is possible with no way out. Throughout the Bible we find 

more than a hundred references where the people of God are called to pay attention to Him and many of 

these are linked with dire consequences for not doing so. The tragedy is that all of those admonitions are 

there for our good— yet who is willing to listen? 

The entire world is beginning to groan under the weight of wars, terrorism and natural disasters of 

magnitudes that are beginning to defy description. But not only are we confronted with physical wars 

and catastrophes, the spiritual war is also becoming more intense with Islam demanding more and more 

space even in so-called Christian countries; i.e. in Australia it is virtually impossible to purchase any 

meat that is not slaughtered in honour of Allah. Yet, some high-profile, well-meaning Christian 

organizations feel that Governments should regulate the matter. They are failing to see that unless 

righteousness is intrinsic to the grassroots, it is futile to look for godliness among people who were 

elected from amid the God-denying masses! 

Now, the latest is a concentrated and concerted attempt by Palestinian— and other Arab factions to 

‘invade’ Palestine and drive the ‘Zionist Entity’ back to where they came from. It began with a single 
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Facebook Page, and although THAT site was taken down through protests, others sprang up and quickly 

gathered support in the hundreds of thousands. Where did these pages of hatred come from? From 

among the top? No, from among the grassroots!  Grassroots are made up of individuals and unless 

individual Christians take responsibility for their stand before God in relation to Israel we will look in 

vain to the hierarchy to change the status quo! 

Why is it that the ungodly are able to muster the support of myriads, yet God’s people remain so 

apathetic— is that what our Heavenly Father expects from us?  

When Moses stood at the Sea of Reeds with his people, the almighty spoke to him quite strongly, 

saying, “Why do you call out  to me? Tell the children of Israel to go forward, but lift up your rod, and 

stretch out your hand over the sea and divide it…” Exodus 14:15-16. 1the message that comes to us 

from that event is this; God works with us and through us, but He expects us to take the step of faith and 

act. We need to pray and speak to others to educate them concerning Israel in the purposes of God and 

concerning the Middle East conflict. We need to promote the truth at home, in our churches and 

wherever an opportunity presents itself. 

Strategic Praise and Prayer Points: 

 Please pray that God would grant Western governments the insight into the enormous events that are 

beginning to take shape in the Middle East  

 Please pray for wisdom among Christians to know how to deal with these developing issues 

 Please pray for the Itamar community and justice for the children of the murdered family   

 Pray for endurance and strength of the people of Judea and Samaria, the guardians of the Mountains 

of Israel 

*** 

Moral Equivalence ? 

 

The Israeli writer Yaacov Lozowick explains Israel's moral dilemmas in thought such as: 

"...accidentally killing non-combatants in the cross fire of battles being fought in the middle of cities is 

immoral, unless... refraining from fighting in the Palestinian cities inevitably means the Palestinians 

will use the safe havens of their cities to plan, prepare and launch ever more murderous attacks on 

Jewish non-combatants.‟ 

We might add to that the situation in Gaza when Hamas attacks Sderot and other cities in Israel forcing 

the IDF to respond, like in recent days to the attack on the yellow school bus. It is an utterly an 

incomprehensible factor that western reporters never seem to grow tired of focussing the blame on Israel 

and painting the IDF in the worst possible colors. 

It is an incredibly puzzling matter that [formerly] Christian Europe and Christian America cannot find 

the moral strength to say to the Arab world that this is unacceptable and there will be no more funding 

for the Palestinian cause. How does Hamas pay for its weaponry? With Euros and US dollars! It is the 

West that supplies the tools of destruction! 

At the time of writing  Arab terrorists have fired over 100 mortar shells and Kassam rockets at Israeli 

targets, with fifty fired on Shabbat alone. The rockets hit not only areas along the border, but areas 

further inside Israel, including the Ashkelon and environs. Four Grad-style Katyusha rockets hit areas 
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near the city, but there were no injuries or damage reported. However, several people were hospitalized 

for shock.   

Damage was reported in several towns, and major damage was reported in a kibbutz in the Sha'ar 

Hanegev Regional Council. Other cities further inside Israel were also hit, with Ofakim absorbing hits 

from three Grad rockets. One rocket hit very close to a school, and city officials said that there would 

have been many injuries had the rocket hit when classes were in session. Meanwhile, the youth injured 

in the rocket attack on a school bus near Ashkelon on Thursday, Daniel Viflic, remains in critical 

condition! 

What picture does the above story paint for you?  Is this not a picture of a nation under siege? The 

paradox is that Hamas in Gaza claims that description for itself and is fully supported in that claim by 

every Israel hater on the planet. 

So, can we really hold back from asking the question, ‘Is there moral equivalence?’ Certainly the PA 

and Hamas see no problem with using their children as human shields and incite teenagers to butcher 

innocent families as in Itamar. However, Western diplomats and the Media understand the difference 

between these murderous acts and a legitimate defense of one’s homeland. We know the difference, but 

we remain silent! We sing songs of love [for God] in our churches, while the people who gave us the 

Bible and knowledge of the One True God are being driven to the brink of destruction in an increasing 

tempo. Could these be echoes of the Nazi Era by chance? The pattern is frighteningly similar! 

Perhaps Moses, the great teacher of the Jewish people, could become our example here! When God’s 

anger burned against the Children of Israel at the golden calf incident, He offered to make a great nation 

of Moses in their place.  But, what was Moses’ response? He did not seek to profit from Israel’s 

dilemma, but turned his own favorable standing with God into a good outcome for his people; c/f. 

Exodus 32:7- 34:8. In our view, THAT must become the Leitmotif for the Christian Church and every 

single believer. 

 

Strategic Praise and Prayer Points: 

 Pray that God would provide church leaders with the courage to educate their constituents 

concerning Middle East issues 

 Please pray that the West may begin to understand the enormity of the possible consequences of our 

continued silence and double standards 

 Please pray that world leaders may come to an understanding that their tacit agreement with the 

destruction of the only true democracy in the Middle East will have far reaching and devastating 

consequences for all 

 

A Hudna is a Hudna and not … a cease fire! 

 

„Those also who seek my life lay snares for me; those who seek my hurt speak of destruction 

and plan deception all the day long…‟ Psalm 38:12 

The concept of Hudna dates back to the prophet Muhammad and is in reality is a ploy to defeat 

ones enemy by getting him to agree to a cessation of hostilities, which is then used to regroup 

and restrategize. A Hudna also provides an opportunity to raise up more fighters and restock 
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weaponry.  At any given moment, when the enemy feels safe, an attack on the unsuspecting 

party may occur and will most likely bring victory. 

 However, because the western media often fails to understand the nuanced Arabic words, they 

misread the message which may have little to do with cessation of hostilities. So when Hamas 

asks the IDF/Israel for a Hudna, what they have in mind is a tactical pause intended only for 

rearmament. 

The Hudna offered by the PLO and Hamas does not compare to the peace treaty that Egypt and 

Jordan signed with Israel in 1979 and 1994 respectively. The prophet Daniel actually mentions 

such a Hudna in 9:27, when the enemy of God’s people will make peace for one week, but 

break it in the middle of that week… 

 

Strategic Praise and Prayer Points: 

 Pray that God would provide church leaders with the courage to educate their 

constituents concerning Middle East issues 

 Pray they gain the understanding that Western and Arab/Semitic thoughts function on 

different levels 

 

*** 

Pray also for Freedom for Jonathan Pollard and Gilad Shalit 

Please pray for the needs of CFI, for God’s wisdom and His ongoing leading of the Ministry, as well as the 

health and well-being of Ray and Sharon as they continue to serve God and Israel 

Please pray for all CFI Representatives throughout the world 
 

*** 

In Messiah 
 

Frank & Karen Selch 
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